DTS Workshop

October 9, 2012
Hey Everyone!

FINANCE SEMINAR
At the beginning of this month, the
base invited Don and Pat Robinson to
come down and speak to us about
finances. They run the accounting
department in YWAM Tyler where
they process support for thousands of
YWAM missionaries around the
world. It was so good to study more
of what the Bible teaches about
finances and then practically apply
that into our lives!

DTS WORKSHOP
Right after the finance seminar, those
of us who work in the base’s training
department hopped into one of our
vans and headed down to
Guadalajara, Mexico for a DTS
workshop the base there was hosting.
It was such a great time of hearing

Finance Seminar

Mexican Independence Day

from some of our regional leaders
about the fundamentals of DTS. I feel
like God really opened up my eyes to
different possibilities and options for
doing things. It got me so excited for
the January DTS! I can’t wait to get to
put some of these things into
practice! It was also really fun to get
to spend time with friends from other
bases and meet other YWAMers who
work in training. 

SEPTEMBER DTS HAS
BEGUN
A week ago our September DTS here
began and we have 25 students from
6 different nations! With this DTS, we
are pioneering two different focused
DTSes—one in Compassion and one
in Sports. It is so exciting to have all
of these new students here, ready
and hungry for God! I love getting to
work with some of them in the
kitchen and also getting to personally

disciple three of the girls on the
school!

PRAYER REQUESTS

 for vision and direction as I start
planning and getting ready for the
January DTS
 for finances for the students on this
DTS
 for each student to be open to
God’s guiding and grow deeper in
their relationship with Him
 to easily connect with the girls I’m
discipling and for wisdom to
encourage them and speak into
their lives
So that’s about it for this month!
Hope to hear from you all!
Bendiciones,
Cassandra
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Going to the Movies with the new DTS

